
A more affordable full-featured compound bow press and a handy
Crossbow Cradle have been introduced by the people at Apple Archery,
experts in tough tools for archery pro shops and archery enthusiasts.

“These are our next new product releases from our Excellence
Through Innovation pipeline,” said Gregory Jenkins, president and
owner of Apple Archery Products. “We continue to listen to the indus-
try to design new products that add value to our product portfolio and meet the needs of our customers.”

The Eliminator is a mid-range priced press that was developed from the platform
of the Evolution pro series press, which was launched in February of this year. The
Eliminator bow press is identical except that the ball screw arm drive is replaced with
spring loaded locking pins. Like the Evolution, the Eliminator has the capability to
press and break down all compound bows including crossbows. “The Crossbow
Cradle is designed for both archery technicians as well as crossbow owners,” said
General Manager Chris Jordan. It has the clearance needed  for  accessories and lev-
eling legs mean it is handy for  sighting in. Contact Apple Archery’s Amber Roth for

pricing details at (800) 745-8190 or visit
www.applearchery.com.

TruGlo, manufacturer of an advanced
line of archery, firearm, and crossbow sights
and accessories has
a new Formex watch.
Each watch contains
a Tritium light
sources, which is the
same proven tech-
nology used by
TruGlo in its hand-
gun, rifle and
archery sights. There
is no need for batter-
ies or a light to
charge it – it simply
glows for years. 

The all new Formex watch features a sap-
phire crystal with anti-reflection coating and
stainless steel case. The Formex watch is
water resistant up to 100 meters or 10 atm.
The suspension system for shock absorption
gives the user the overall comfort and free-
dom to rock climb or set up a treestand with-
out any worries. The watch is powered by a
Swiss quartz movement.

The MSRP for this unique TruGlo watch is
$1,250. Retailers can get more information by
calling the Texas firm at (972) 774-0300. 

Apple Launches New Press, Crossbow Cradle

8 Circle 253 on Response Card for Quest

GoGirl Aids Nature’s Call

ACU Lok Offers Added Security

TruGlo Introduces New Watch

Bohning Adds Insert Iron

GoGirl offers a solution to rest room issues faced by women
who enjoy hunting, camping, hiking, biking and other outdoor
activities by allowing them the convenience of standing up to go to
the bathroom in situations where toilet stools are unfit or nonexis-
tent. A new product launched by FemMed, Inc., of Minnetonka,
Minnesota, GoGirl is made of medical-grade silicone that can be
cleaned for repeated use. Packaged in a compact tube with tissue
and storage baggie, GoGirl is small enough to fit discreetly into a
purse or a backpack. Camo packaging is now available for sale

through hunting-related retailers.
Retail stores who place orders

for GoGirl will receive a retail starter
kit that includes product samples,
point-of-purchase dispensers, win-
dow clings, temporary tattoos, stick-
ers and product flyers. Retailers or
distributors interested in placing
orders for GoGirl can contact GoGirl
customer service at (877) 447-5006. 

An Indiana retailer that was looking for a way to prevent cus-
tomers from dry-firing bows is behind the introduction of the ACU
Lok. Josh Butcher said ACU Archery was formed to build and mar-

ket the new security system, which can be
used on cams or cables as shown. The
units are being anodized in Black, Red,
Orange, Green, Blue, and Pink. They have
a wide range of adjustment and are key-
operated. In addition to safeguard-

ing customers and equipment,
Butcher said the ACU Lok can
be used by bowhunters as a
theft deterrent and to keep
youngsters from drawing bows
without supervision. The sug-
gested retail price is $24.99.
For more information call
(260) 563-6097.

Bohning has a new addition to its
line of archery adhesives, an Insert
Iron. The company says it provides an
“iron grip” on all inserts and outserts,
with easier application and improved
impact resistance and holding power.
It’s packed in 1 ounce bottles. Reach
Bohning in Michigan at (800) 253-0136.
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Bow Specs:

G Fade Durafuse Finish:

Versatile Cam.
Versatile Camo.
Versatile Cam.
Versatile Camo.

330 to 332
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